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Abstract
Strong gravitational lenses are a rare and instructive type of astronomical object. Identiﬁcation has long relied on
serendipity, but different strategies—such as mixed spectroscopy of multiple galaxies along the line of sight,
machine-learning algorithms, and citizen science—have been employed to identify these objects as new imaging
surveys become available. We report on the comparison between spectroscopic, machine-learning, and citizenscience identiﬁcation of galaxy–galaxy lens candidates from independently constructed lens catalogs in the
common survey area of the equatorial ﬁelds of the Galaxy and Mass Assembly survey. In these, we have the
opportunity to compare high completeness spectroscopic identiﬁcations against high-ﬁdelity imaging from the Kilo
Degree Survey used for both machine-learning and citizen-science lens searches. We ﬁnd that the three methods—
spectroscopy, machine learning, and citizen science—identify 47, 47, and 13 candidates, respectively, in the 180
square degrees surveyed. These identiﬁcations barely overlap, with only two identiﬁed by both citizen science and
machine learning. We have traced this discrepancy to inherent differences in the selection functions of each of the
three methods, either within their parent samples (i.e., citizen science focuses on low redshift) or inherent to the
method (i.e., machine learning is limited by its training sample and prefers well-separated features, while
spectroscopy requires sufﬁcient ﬂux from lensed features to lie within the ﬁber). These differences manifest as
separate samples in estimated Einstein radius, lens stellar mass, and lens redshift. The combined sample implies a
lens candidate sky density of ∼0.59 deg−2 and can inform the construction of a training set spanning a wider mass–
redshift space. A combined approach and reﬁnement of automated searches would result in a more complete
sample of galaxy–galaxy lens candidates for future surveys.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Giant elliptical galaxies (651); Strong gravitational lensing (1643);
Redshift surveys (1378); Galaxy dark matter halos (1880)
understand their Fundamental Plane (Bolton et al. 2008b) and
the stellar population’s mass-to-light ratio, and therefore their
initial mass function (IMF; Auger et al. 2009; Hopkins 2018).
The observational drive is now to measure their mass content
throughout the spheroidal galaxy mass function (Bolton et al.
2006), explore the Fundamental Plane in different environments (Treu et al. 2009), constrain the stellar mass-to-light ratio
in nearby ellipticals (Treu et al. 2006; Collier et al.
2018a, 2018b), discover dark matter substructure in known
strong galaxy lens cases (Vegetti et al. 2012; Cyr-Racine et al.
2019), and independently measure H0 through time-delay
cosmography (e.g., H0LiCOW, Suyu et al. 2017; Chen et al.
2019). These observational studies need larger samples of
lenses. Only with a signiﬁcant expansion of the lensing sample
can the effects of evolution and stellar mass be decoupled (e.g.,
Treu et al. 2006).
Thus far, lensing arcs have predominantly been identiﬁed in
massive (> 1011 Me) lens systems thanks to selection biases:
SDSS spectroscopic targets are volume-weighted to greater
mass (intrinsically bright galaxies are included over a greater
volume), and visual identiﬁcation favors well-separated arcs
and lenses (Shu et al. 2015). With the Galaxy and Mass
Assembly survey (GAMA) spectroscopy-selected sample

1. Introduction
Elliptical galaxies’ structure, kinematics, and formation
histories are a compelling test of the Cold Dark Matter
(ΛCDM) paradigm, as they are the end product of galaxy
formation (De Lucia et al. 2006). Furthermore, those that act as
strong gravitational lenses appear in every respect to be just
like other elliptical galaxies, so results of their study can
therefore be generalized to all spheroidal galaxies in the
observed mass range (Auger et al. 2009). These lensing
systems provide a highly accurate measurement of the total
mass inside the Einstein radius, and therefore the dark matter
content, in these elliptical galaxies that compares well with
current galaxy evolution models and assumptions (Shu et al.
2015, and reference therein). To date, gravitational lenses have
proven General Relativity to be correct with high accuracy over
galaxy-wide scales (Collett et al. 2018) and may provide an
excellent test case for other theories of gravity, such as the
Emergent Gravity recently proposed by Verlinde (2017),
through a combination of lensing and kinematic measurements
(see Tortora et al. 2018).
Gravitational lensing has been a powerful technique to
measure the masses of the most massive elliptical galaxies
(Gavazzi et al. 2007; Bolton et al. 2008a), as well as helping to
1
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(Holwerda et al. 2015), a greater range in lens masses is now
available. However, the drive for much larger samples has led
to increased searches using machine learning to constrain
ΛCDM in detail (Petrillo et al. 2017, 2019a, 2019b; Jacobs
et al. 2019; Speagle et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2020a, 2020b; Li
et al. 2020).
The success and completeness of the different identiﬁcation
techniques are difﬁcult to test against one another. This has
motivated our study here that beneﬁts from three independent
identiﬁcations—spectroscopic, machine-learning, and citizenscience—on the same target ﬁelds. Our aim is to compare all
three techniques to map out an optimal path for future searches. In
the following calculations, we adopt a ﬂat ΛCDM cosmological
H
model with h0=0.738, where h 0 = 1000 km s−1 Mpc−1 as
indicated in Riess et al. (2011), and Ωm,0=0.262.

2.1. GAMA Spectroscopic Identiﬁcation
The GAMA survey (Driver et al. 2009, 2011) is a
multiwavelength survey built around a deep and highly
complete redshift survey of ﬁve ﬁelds with the AngloAustralian Telescope. GAMA has three major advantages over
SDSS in the identiﬁcation of blended spectra: (1) the spectroscopic limiting depth is 2 magnitudes deeper (mr<19.8 mag.),
(2) the completeness is close to 98% (Liske et al. 2015), and (3)
the AUTOZ redshift algorithm easily identiﬁes spectra with
signal from two different redshifts (Baldry et al. 2014).
In the GAMA survey, Holwerda et al. (2015) identiﬁed 104
strong lensing candidates from their blended spectra, all of
which showed a passive galaxy (PG) with an emission line
galaxy (ELG) at higher redshift. Chan et al. (2016) found 10 of
a subset of 14 of these spectroscopically identiﬁed lens
candidates to be probable lenses using deep Subaru imaging.
This GAMA spectroscopy sample is dominated by lower mass
spheroidal galaxies and higher redshift galaxies (R. L. Steele
et al. 2020, in preparation). These GAMA strong lens
candidates from Holwerda et al. (2015) and R. L. Steele
et al. (2020, in preparation) extend the stellar mass range and
provide a medium-redshift observation in between the SLACS,
S4TM, and BELLS samples.
As mentioned above, the spectroscopic approach is intrinsically limited by the aperture of the spectroscopy: if the lensed
features fall outside it, the signal of the lensed (source) galaxy
will be weak and unlikely to be detected (Sonnenfeld et al.
2015, and reference therein). As a result of this, GAMA
spectroscopy’s 1″ radius aperture structurally misses lowerredshift and higher mass lens candidates. This point is
discussed further in Sections 4.2 and 6.3 in relation to other
identiﬁed candidates. GAMA has improved the spectroscopic
identiﬁcation of lower mass strong lenses, but a much larger
sample of lower redshift (z<0.1) lenses is needed to constrain
mass-to-light ratios in ellipticals.

2. Identifying Strong Galaxy–Galaxy Lenses
The principal selection technique for galaxy–galaxy lenses
has been the identiﬁcation of double spectral proﬁles in a single
aperture based spectrum (blended spectra, see Bolton et al.
2004; Holwerda et al. 2015; R. L. Steele et al. 2020, in
preparation). Searches for blended spectra in the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) have been highly successful in identifying
strong lens candidate galaxies by identifying spectra containing
both a low-redshift passive galaxy and emission lines from a
much higher redshift lensed source. In order to conﬁrm such
sources as true lensing systems, one requires signiﬁcantly
higher spatial resolution imaging than SDSS can provide.
Eighty-ﬁve cases of strong lenses have already been
conﬁrmed with Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging
through the Sloan Lens ACS survey (SLACS; Koopmans
et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al. 2007; Bolton et al.
2008a, 2008b; Gavazzi et al. 2008; Auger et al. 2009; Treu
et al. 2009). The SLACS survey was efﬁcient at ﬁnding these
rare strong lensing objects: approximately 50% of the blended
spectra (with a dispersion estimate of the Einstein radius)
targeted were conﬁrmed with HST observations, and its
success has expanded into the BOSS survey and higher
redshifts (BELLS, 0.4<z<0.7, Brownstein et al. 2012; Shu
et al. 2016).
However, due to the depth and completeness limitations of
SDSS spectroscopy—the main survey depth is mr<17.7
(Eisenstein et al. 2001)8—typically only massive foreground
galaxy lenses can be identiﬁed (1011–1012 Me, SDSS-Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) sample, Eisenstein et al. 2001) at
intermediate redshifts (z=0.05–0.5). According to Hilbert
et al. (2008) the lensing cross section drops rapidly below
z∼0.5, so naturally there are fewer lenses at lower redshifts.
However, Sonnenfeld et al. (2015), referencing Arneson et al.
(2012) and Gavazzi et al. (2014), points to the Einstein radius
as the main quantity determining the detection probability as
opposed to the lensing cross section. Lens candidate identiﬁcation through any spectroscopic method requires sufﬁcient ﬂux
from the background galaxy in order to obtain a second spectral
match. For lensing systems whose Einstein radius exceeds the
radius of the instrument’s aperture (1 5 radius for SDSS), the
probability of detection goes down signiﬁcantly and rapidly
(Sonnenfeld et al. 2015, and reference therein).

2.2. Beyond Spectroscopic Identiﬁcation of Lenses
2.2.1. Machine-learning Identiﬁcation of Lenses

Machine learning is gaining popularity as a method for
identifying galaxy–galaxy lens candidates, e.g., in Subaru
Hyper-Supreme Cam (Speagle et al. 2019), DECAM (Huang
et al. 2020b), and Dark Energy Survey data (Jacobs et al.
2019). Petrillo et al. (2017, 2019a, 2019b) introduced and
developed a machine-learning technique to visually identify
strong lens candidates by training the convolutional neural
networks to recognize the characteristic arcs that appear next to
a lensing elliptical galaxy using simulated images as their
training set. These “mock lenses” are created by simulating lens
features around the images of real galaxies that are selected
using color–magnitude criteria modiﬁed from SDSS-LRG
selection (Eisenstein et al. 2001) and with the Einstein radius
parameter drawn from a logarithmic distribution in the range
of 1 0–5 0, intentionally resembling SLACS lenses. Their
selection process included a follow-up visual inspection of each
candidate by seven members of the team, which provided a
score for each candidate between 0 (reﬂecting low conﬁdence)
and 70 (reﬂecting high conﬁdence). This new identiﬁcation
method resulted in the ∼1300 candidates of the galaxy–galaxy
Lenses in the Kilo Degree Survey (LinKS) sample (KiDS; de
Jong et al. 2013, 2015, 2017; Kuijken et al. 2019), which
overlaps with 100% of the equatorial ﬁelds of the GAMA

8

The spectroscopic luminous red galaxy (LRG) sample is limited to
mr<19.5 thanks to the 4000 Å break.
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survey (ﬁelds G09, G12, and G15). These identiﬁcations by
Petrillo et al. (2019a) have shown that there are many more
strong lenses to be found in the same survey area using
identiﬁcation methods other than spectroscopic. This approach
has succeeded in ﬁnding more candidate strong lenses similar
to the simulated massive elliptical galaxies on which the neural
network was trained, i.e., large ellipticals (LRGs) with
characteristics similar to those of SLACS lens candidates.

LAMBDAR uses matched apertures. The MAGPHYS is a full

spectral energy distribution (SED) treatment from the ultraviolet to the submillimeter, and LAMBDAR stellar mass estimates
use u–Y photometry. Both use Chabrier IMFs and the Bruzual
& Charlot (2003) stellar template models. The MAGPHYS uses
a mix of dust models, while the LAMBDAR mass catalog uses a
screen with the Calzetti & Heckman (1999) extinction law.
Scatter between stellar mass estimates from photometry using
M/L ratio prescriptions is typically 0.3 dex (see, e.g., Cluver
et al. 2014 and Kettlety et al. 2018 for the discrepancy between
MAGPHYS and WISE photometry mass estimates). Given that
both are based on the same photometry, without aperture
corrections, and that MAGPHYS was developed with starforming galaxies in mind and the LAMBDAR mass catalog was
calibrated for ellipticals (also see Taylor et al. 2020), we opt for
the LAMBDAR mass catalog as the most appropriate for our
sources. Candidates were matched between independent
catalogs by GAMA ID, except for the LinKS sample, which
was matched based on R.A. and Decl.

2.2.2. Citizen-science Identiﬁcation of Lenses

GalaxyZoo (Lintott et al. 2008; Marshall et al. 2016) has
classiﬁed KiDS postage stamps of galaxies on the same
area that corresponds to the GAMA/KiDS survey overlap
(Holwerda et al. 2019; L. S. Kelvin et al. 2020, in preparation)
using a question tree design shown below in Figure 1. It leads
participants through a series of questions that (given the object
is a galaxy) will arrive at a question that prompts them to
identify any number of the following “odd features” in the
image: “None,” “Ring,” “Lens or arc,” “Dust lane,” “Irregular,”
“Other,” and “Overlapping.” The GalaxyZoo team imposed a
redshift restriction of z<0.15 in the pre-selection of images to
be classiﬁed by participants. With the voting completed on the
GAMA/KiDS equatorial ﬁelds, we can now analyze the results
of this citizen-science approach.
With three independent techniques to identify strong
gravitational lenses in the same three ﬁelds, we have an
opportunity to test how well different identiﬁcation techniques
can be calibrated against one another, discover implicit
selection effects in each, and approximate the on-sky density
of strong galaxy–galaxy lens candidates.

3.1. GAMA Blended Spectra and LinKS Machine-learning
Catalogs
The lens candidate sample provided by Holwerda et al.
(2015) is based on spectral match, and therefore does not
include a subjective follow-up visual inspection. However, in
order to attain a more pure sample for consideration here, we
selected candidates with a minimum difference of Δz>0.1
between the redshift of the PG spectral match and an ELG
match at higher redshift. This selection is shown in Figure 3 in
comparison with Grade-A SLACS lenses from Auger et al.
(2009). The result of this selection is 47 candidates identiﬁed
by GAMA spectroscopy, 31 of which have stellar mass
estimates from the GAMA LAMBDAR catalog.
The LinKS machine-learning catalog of 421 candidates obtained
from Petrillo et al. (2019a) included all those objects whose visual
inspection score was greater than 0. In order to compare only the
highest quality candidates, a score threshold of >17 was taken
from Petrillo et al. (2017). This reduced the LinKS machinelearning catalog to 47, of which 46 have stellar mass estimates in
the LAMBDAR catalog. All following mentions of the GAMA
spectroscopy and LinKS machine-learning samples refer to these
reduced selections of candidates unless otherwise speciﬁed.

3. Data and Observations
In order to obtain a valid comparison of the three techniques, the
catalogs of candidate lenses obtained by GAMA blended spectra
(Holwerda et al. 2015), LinKS machine learning (Petrillo et al.
2019a), and GalaxyZoo citizen science (L. S. Kelvin et al. 2020, in
preparation) were cut to represent only those candidates identiﬁed
within the equatorial GAMA ﬁelds G09, G12, and G15, which is
the area of overlap between GAMA and KiDS. We show the
presence of candidates identiﬁed by each method in each of those
ﬁelds in Figure 2. This cut resulted in usable catalogs consisting of
85 spectroscopically identiﬁed lens candidates, 421 candidates
identiﬁed by LinKS machine learning, and a misleading total of
12,934 GalaxyZoo candidates with “Lens or arc” scores of 0 or
higher. Further cuts (see below in Sections 3.1 and 3.2) to the
catalogs were then made to account for false positives in each of
the samples.
Stellar mass estimates and redshifts for each candidate were
taken from the GAMA LAMBDAR photometric catalog (Wright
et al. 2016), converted to stellar masses using the prescription
from Taylor et al. (2011) from GAMA DR2/3 (Liske et al.
2015; Baldry et al. 2018).9 We note that the stellar masses from
the MAGPHYS (Wright et al. 2018)10 catalog are a factor of 2
smaller than the LAMBDAR photometric estimates (Taylor et al.
2020). Both the MAGPHYS and LAMBDAR photometry stellar
masses are based on the same LAMBDAR photometry. The
documentation notes that both are not corrected for aperture
using the Sérsic ﬁts from Kelvin et al. (2012) because
9
10

3.2. GalaxyZoo Citizen-science Catalog
GalaxyZoo presented the most variables to consider when
analyzing its reliability as a method for identifying strong lens
candidates. The percentage of votes for lensing features in each
candidate is taken to be a subjective score given in a similar
manner to the LinKS machine-learning catalog. However, since
the program was not designed speciﬁcally to identify only
lenses, each candidate’s score must also be considered relative
to scores of other choices within the same question level. For
each candidate in question, other “odd features” could
potentially pull votes away from the “Lens or arc” classiﬁcation. This aspect is speciﬁc to GalaxyZoo citizen science
among the three methods considered here: GalaxyZoo
simultaneously considers a range of other classiﬁcation results
that add false positives and noise to the data when attempting to
focus on one type of object, e.g., strong lens candidates. All
other classiﬁcations must be accounted for in the cleaning of
the GalaxyZoo sample.

http://www.gama-survey.org/dr3/schema/dmu.php?id=9
http://www.gama-survey.org/dr3/schema/table.php?id=82
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Figure 1. The question tree employed by GalaxyZoo citizen science, which volunteer participants use to classify images from the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS). Second
Tier Question T06 prompts participants to identify “odd features,” of which an option is “Lens or arc.” Participants can choose more than one option in T06. We used
results from this question to determine the ﬁnal cut for our GalaxyZoo sample selection.
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Figure 2. The three GAMA/KiDS ﬁelds (G09, G12, and G15) within which data from all three lensing identiﬁcation techniques are available. GAMA spectroscopic,
LinKS machine-learning, and GalaxyZoo citizen-science galaxy–galaxy lens candidates are identiﬁed in all three ﬁelds. The candidates shown here are those that
passed ﬁnal selection criteria.

Figure 3. Selection of GAMA spectroscopy candidates based on redshift difference between lens and source. Blue markers denote GAMA spectroscopy candidates
from Holwerda et al. (2015). In all cases, the passive galaxy match is at lower redshift than the emission line galaxy match. The shaded area represents redshift
differences greater than 0.1, which indicate likely lens candidates. We remove all GAMA spectroscopy candidates outside this shaded region, which are more likely
interacting or close paired galaxies. Red markers show redshift difference for SLACS candidates taken from Auger et al. (2009).

considered only
characteristics:

Selection votes could be distributed unpredictably across
the seven options, so we took a multifaceted selection informed
by visual comparison of candidates of a range of “Lens or arc”
scores, examples of which are shown in Figure 4, as well
as comparing them with LinKS machine-learning candidates,
in addition to analyzing ratios of “Lens or arc” scores to
the scores given to each of the other six “odd feature”
options, which we demonstrate in Figure 5. Our ﬁnal selection

those

candidates

with

the

following

1. “Lens or Arc” score was greater than all other “odd
feature” options’ scores.
2. “Lens or Arc” score was greater than 30%.
3. Thin-lens Einstein radius estimate (Sections 3.3 and 4.1
for details) is larger than the point-spread function (PSF)
for KiDS imaging (0 65).
5
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Figure 4. Examples of lens candidates identiﬁed by GalaxyZoo citizen science, taken from KiDS (g-, r-, and i-bands). G593809 (top left) represents a “Lens or arc”
score of ∼10% of votes. G123523 (top right) represents ∼20%. G177638 (middle left) represents ∼25%. G505441 (middle right) represents ∼30%. G372045 (bottom
left) represents ∼35%. G324764 (bottom right) represents ∼40%. These are representative of the images that would be viewed by GalaxyZoo participants, as well as
informing our ﬁnal cutoff for the GalaxyZoo selection considered here.

6
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Figure 5. Ratios of the fractions of “Lens or arc” selections on the vertical axis with respect to the fractions of selections of the other six “odd features” options from
GalaxyZoo Question Tree question T06, shown above in Figure 1, on the horizontal axis. Solid lines indicate boundaries used in the ﬁnal cut for the GalazyZoo
selection. Only points that fall within the shaded region of all six plots are selected for our ﬁnal GalaxyZoo sample.
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Table 1
GalaxyZoo Citizen-science Lens Candidates
GAMA ID
485873
84050
55245
70282
185451
124486
593852
93310
136604
600421
574423
324764
342699

Lens Score

log (M* M)

z

θE,TL (arcsec)

θE,SIS (arcsec)

R.A. (deg)

Decl. (deg)

34.95%
36.58%
31.41%
65.54%
30.30%
42.62%
38.63%
57.51%
31.65%
42.02%
46.43%
42.28%
45.71%

11.04
11.06
11.35
10.98
11.19
11.17
11.55
10.99
11.66
10.76
11.05
11.06
10.79

0.054
0.119
0.094
0.107
0.108
0.144
0.131
0.138
0.106
0.057
0.054
0.104
0.088

1.177
0.837
1.422
0.783
1.064
0.909
1.647
0.714
2.112
0.764
1.184
0.895
0.651

0.582
0.592
0.881
0.533
0.712
0.690
1.160
0.541
1.345
0.396
0.584
0.598
0.412

217.75
175.80
181.08
179.40
180.28
179.73
218.08
219.92
175.87
135.49
135.76
137.20
216.90

−1.80
0.48
−0.32
0.13
−1.61
−2.52
−0.04
0.51
−1.74
0.28
−0.20
1.73
2.13

This ﬁnal cut reduced the GalaxyZoo citizen science catalog
to 13 candidates (listed in Table 1) of comparable reliability to
the other two techniques, according to our own visual
inspection of various scoring lens candidates. These 13
candidates all have reliable stellar mass estimates from the
GAMA LAMBDAR mass catalog. All following mentions of the
GalaxyZoo citizen-science sample refer to this reduced
selection of candidates unless otherwise speciﬁed.

from this redshift. For LinKS machine-learning and GalaxyZoo
citizen-science candidates, the lens galaxy is assumed to be
positioned approximately halfway between the observer and
source, which is the distance at which the most dramatic strong
lensing features should be observable. For comparison, we
calculate a second Einstein radius estimate that accounts for
mass distribution.
3.3.2. Singular Isothermal Sphere (Velocity Dispersion) Estimate

3.3. Einstein Radius Estimation

Approximated as a singular isothermal sphere (SIS), the
Einstein radius takes a new form:

Limited by the exclusion of velocity dispersion measurements of the GAMA/KiDS ﬁelds, we estimate the Einstein
radius for each candidate based on empirical ﬁts of total stellar
mass M* to lensing parameters ME (the total mass enclosed
within the Einstein radius) and σSIS (velocity dispersion).

qE =

We approximate the lens galaxy as a thin-lens system with
the lens and source positioned along the same line of sight,
where the Einstein radius (θE) is given by
2

arcsec

(1 )

where ME is the total mass enclosed by the Einstein radius, DLS
is the distance from lens to source, DL is the distance from
observer to lens, and DS is the distance from observer to source.
All distances are angular diameter distances calculated from
redshift. We emphasize that ME does not denote the total mass
of the galaxy but only the mass enclosed. Auger et al. (2010)
modeled and analyzed 73 SLACS lenses and presented a linear
relation between the log of the total (lensing) mass enclosed
within half the effective radius, a close match to the typical
Einstein radius, and the log of stellar mass. Using the following
relation
⎞1.25

⎛M
ME = 0.0011M ⎜ * ⎟
⎝ M ⎠

(3)

According to Petrillo et al. (2017), the σSIS parameter can be
substituted with stellar velocity dispersion σ* as a ﬁrst
approximation. In order to obtain ﬁducial velocity dispersions,
we adopt a combination of empirical M*σ (total stellar mass
to line-of-sight central stellar velocity dispersion) relations
reported in Zahid et al. (2016). For low-redshift galaxies, these
relations are ﬁts to measured data from ∼370,000 objects with
log (M* M) > 9 and 0<z<0.2 from SDSS DR 12 (Alam
et al. 2015). The intermediate redshift relation is a ﬁt to a
sample of 4585 galaxies from the Smithsonian Hectoscopic
Lens Survey (SHELS, Geller et al. 2006, 2014, 2016). These
relations take the form

3.3.1. Thin-lens Estimate

⎞1 2 ⎛ D
⎛ M
⎞1
q E = ⎜ 8.09E ⎟ ⎜ LS Mpc⎟
⎠
⎝ 10 M ⎠ ⎝ DL DS

⎛
⎞2 DLS
sSIS
⎜
⎟
arcsec.
⎝ 186 km s-1 ⎠ DS

⎛ M * ⎞a
sz low = 102.073⎜
⎟ km s-1 (z < 0.2, SDSS)
⎝ Mb ⎠

(4 )

⎛ M * ⎞0.281
sz int = 102.071⎜
km s-1 (0.2  z < 0.65, SHELS)
⎟
⎝ Mb ⎠
(5 )
where

(2 )

and

a = 0.403
for
a = 0.293
for
Mb = 1010.26M.

M*  Mb
M* > Mb

These equations are applied to each candidate with reliable
GAMA LAMBDAR mass estimates, and the resulting central
stellar velocity dispersion estimate is taken to be σ* as an
approximation to the parameter σSIS for use in Equation (3). As
with the thin-lens estimate, DLS and DS are calculated from
measured spectroscopic redshifts for GAMA spectroscopy

and utilizing stellar mass measurements from GAMA LAMBDAR stellar mass estimates (Taylor et al. 2011), we estimate
the total mass enclosed for use in Equation (1). Only the
GAMA spectroscopy candidates include source redshift
measurements; for these candidates, DLS and DS are calculated
8
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Figure 6. Venn diagram showing the number of lens candidates identiﬁed by each of the three methods following our ﬁnal sample selections. Overlapping regions
indicate the number of lens candidates identiﬁed by both (or all three) candidates, while numbers in each methods’ region indicate the total number of candidates
identiﬁed by that method. The two overlaps occurred between 47 LinKS machine-learning candidates and the 13 GalaxyZoo citizen-science candidates.

Figure 7. These ﬁgures show all GalaxyZoo citizen-science candidates with “Lens or arc” scores higher than 30%. Top: histogram showing the distribution of Einstein
radius estimates. Bottom: vertical axis shows “Lens or arc” score as percentage of votes. Candidates with estimated Einstein radii lower than the KiDS PSF are
considered poor candidates and are removed from the ﬁnal sample. The high scoring GalaxyZoo objects in this removed subsample are good candidates for tidal
features. Note the overlapping candidates (LinKS—GalaxyZoo) G93310 and G124486 are emphasized by the black square and diamond.

9
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Figure 8. Top: thin-lens and SIS Einstein radius estimates for candidates of the three methods examined in this study. Bottom: Einstein radius estimates of candidates
identiﬁed by previous spectroscopic lens surveys for comparison. Section 3.3 details calculations for the three GAMA/KiDS methods, while SIE estimates for
SLACS, S4TM, and BELLS candidates are taken from Bolton et al. (2008a), Shu et al. (2017), and Brownstein et al. (2012). For all GAMA/KiDS candidates, thinlens Einstein radius estimates are slightly larger than SIS estimates.

candidates. For LinKS machine-learning and GalaxyZoo
D
citizen-science candidates, the ratio of DS is assumed to be
L
equal to two.

selection criterion for GalaxyZoo candidates, based on the
capabilities of the instrument, removes several high scoring
candidates from consideration. These removed objects are
worth follow-up as candidates for galaxies showing tidal
features. The results of the estimates applied to all three
catalogs, displayed in the upper two plots of Figure 8, show
that in general the thin-lens estimate is larger than the SIS
estimate for the same candidates. This difference is further
demonstrated in Figure 9 and discussed in greater detail in
Section 6.1. Mean and median values for each sample for both
models are given in Table 2.
For both models, the majority of GAMA spectroscopy
candidates have estimated θE1″, the GAMA spectroscopy
aperture radius. The majority of candidates from the imagebased machine-learning and citizen-science methods have a
characteristic estimated θE1″, mostly above 0 65, the PSF
where images of the lens galaxy and arc features can be
distinctly separable. We note that some candidates from both
GalaxyZoo citizen science and LinKS machine learning have
estimated Einstein radii close to or below the PSF, particularly
for SIS estimates at low redshift. We have chosen to retain all
LinKS candidates as well as those GalaxyZoo candidates with
θE>0 65 in the thin-lens estimate. Because our basic models

4. Results
We found remarkably little overlap between catalogs of
candidates obtained by the three methods. Our ﬁnal cuts of the
three catalogs included no candidate common to all three
methods and only two candidates common to two methods,
both of which were between LinKS machine learning and
GalaxyZoo citizen science, as shown in Figure 6.
4.1. Results of Einstein Radius Estimates
The Einstein radius is a fundamental feature of a lensing
system that determines to a large degree the probability of
detection by any lens-ﬁnding method (Sonnenfeld et al. 2015,
and reference therein). Note that ﬁducial source redshifts are
utilized in the estimation of Einstein radii for LinKS machinelearning and GalaxyZoo citizen-science candidates, so comparisons to GAMA spectroscopy candidates and previously
studied systems whose source redshifts are known should be
considered with discretion. Shown in Figure 7, the third

10
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Figure 9. Left: thin-lens estimates of the Einstein radius are larger than SIS velocity dispersion estimates for the same candidates. We take each of these to represent a
range of probable values. Right: because thin-lens estimates are proportional to the inverse square of the lens distance, given a ﬁxed ratio of source to lens distance (as
we assume 2:1 for LinKS machine learning and GalaxyZoo citizen science), the thin-lens estimate decreases with redshift. As a result, the differences between
estimates of the same candidates are pronounced at low redshift. This trend is further discussed in Section 6.1.1

Table 2
Mean and Median Einstein Radius Estimates for Each Candidate Sample

GAMA Spectroscopy
LinKS Machine Learning
GalaxyZoo Citizen Science

Thin-lens Model
Mean θE (″)

Median θE (″)

SIS Model
Mean θE (″)

Median θE (″)

0.57
1.39
1.09

0.54
1.38
0.91

0.41
1.21
0.59

0.35
1.25
0.69

Figure 10, we discovered that each method identiﬁed galaxies
within a distinct region of the parameter space.
The candidates identiﬁed through GAMA spectroscopy tended
to be found between z∼0.1−0.4 (mean 0.250, median 0.253)
and with stellar masses between log(M*/Me)∼10.5−11.5
(mean 10.98, median 11.18), with a few between log(M*/Me)∼
9.5−10.5. For each redshift in the range, there is a characteristic
mass we term the ﬁber radius mass for which the Einstein radius
ﬁts in the spectroscopic aperture of the GAMA survey (angular
radius = 1″). This is lower than the SDSS ﬁber radius mass for the
same candidate due to a narrower ﬁber aperture (SDSS ﬁber
aperture is 1 5). See Section 6.3.
Those candidates identiﬁed through LinKS machine learning
spanned a slightly higher redshift range (mean 0.316, median
0.322) and tended to be more massive, with the majority of
candidates above log(M*/Me)∼11.5 (mean 11.61, median
11.67). As Figure 11 shows, midrange scoring LinKS
candidates can be found throughout the redshift–mass range,
with the highest scoring in the high-mass end above
log(M*/Me)∼11.5. This is because the training set for the
Petrillo et al. (2019a) LinKS machine-learning method is based
on intermediate redshift massive galaxies (LRGs) that would
have been identiﬁed in SDSS spectroscopy, i.e., the SLACS
identiﬁed sample.

estimate the Einstein radius with the lens and source positioned
along the line of sight, lensing features for a given Einstein
radius may in reality extend beyond the estimated Einstein
radius due to asymmetry across the line-of-sight axis, allowing
for the possibility of detection of lens candidates with Einstein
radii smaller than the PSF by image-based techniques.
Reference θE estimates based on SIE models of SLACS
(Bolton et al. 2008a), S4TM (Shu et al. 2017), and BELLS
(Brownstein et al. 2012; Shu et al. 2016) grade-A lens
candidates are shown in the lower plot of Figure 8. The LinKS
machine-learning sample identiﬁed candidates with comparable
estimated θE to the SLACS sample (which was the guide for its
training sample), and S4TM and BELLS can be seen to
approach the smaller estimated Einstein radii of candidates
identiﬁed in GAMA spectroscopy. GAMA spectroscopy
candidates extend to lower estimated Einstein radii than other
spectroscopic selections because GAMA’s high completeness
reduces mass bias.

4.2. Stellar Mass and Redshift Space
Analyzing the properties of each catalog in terms of the
candidates’ stellar mass and redshift, which we illustrate in
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Figure 10. Distribution of lens candidates identiﬁed by each of the three methods in terms of each candidate’s stellar mass and redshift. Histograms above and to the
right of the scatter plot indicate the number of candidates identiﬁed by each method within speciﬁc ranges of stellar mass and redshift, respectively. Each method’s
catalog occupies a unique range of both characteristics. Left: the two candidates that overlap between GalaxyZoo citizen-science and LinKS machine-learning samples
are marked with square and diamond outlines, and we point out candidates G93310 and G136604 that were previously identiﬁed in DECaLS (Huang et al. 2020b) and
SLACS (Bolton et al. 2008a), respectively. Right: error bars represent uncertainty in stellar mass estimates. Note that 16 GAMA spectroscopy candidates and one
LinKS candidate lack reliable stellar mass estimates from the GAMA LAMBDAR catalog and are therefore not shown in the scatter plots.

Figure 11. Left: green diamond markers show the stellar mass and redshift of strong lens candidates identiﬁed by LinKS machine learning from Petrillo et al. (2019a).
LinKS lens score reﬂected by the green color bar refers to the authors’ visual inspection and scoring of candidates on a scale of 0–70, with higher numbers reﬂecting
higher conﬁdence. Mid-scoring objects occur throughout the mass and redshift range, with the highest scoring above log(M*/Me)∼11.5. Yellow-to-brown square
markers indicate the stellar mass and redshift of our ﬁnal selection of GalaxyZoo candidates (L. S. Kelvin et al. 2020, in preparation). GalaxyZoo lens score shown by
the yellow-to-brown color bar refers to the fractional score out of 1 indicating the fraction of votes for “Lens or arc” for each candidate, with higher numbers reﬂecting
higher conﬁdence. Highest scoring objects occur in the middle of the stellar mass range of the GalaxyZoo candidates (log(M*/Me)∼11). Right: histogram shows the
distribution of lens scores for LinKS machine-learning and GalaxyZoo citizen-science candidates as a percentage of the maximum possible score (70 and 1.0,
respectively).

4.3. Overlapping Candidates

GalaxyZoo identiﬁed candidates deﬁnitively below the
catalog’s z<0.15 cutoff (mean 0.104, median 0.107) and
distributed in the mass range log(M*/Me)∼10.5−11.5 (mean
11.13, median 11.06). The highest scoring GalaxyZoo
candidates occur in the middle of the stellar mass range of
the sample (log(M*/Me)∼11).

The two candidates (G136604 and G124486) common to
both LinKS machine learning and GalaxyZoo citizen science
fall within the overlap of the parameter space occupied by the
two methods’ samples in terms of stellar mass and redshift, as
shown in Figure 10. Table 3 compares these two candidates,
12
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Figure 12. G136604 and G124486, the two candidates identiﬁed by both LinKS machine learning and GalaxyZoo citizen science.

Table 3
Overlap of LinKS Machine-learning and GalaxyZoo Citizen-science Samples
GAMAID
G136604
G124486

R.A.

Decl.

175.87
179.73

−1.74
−2.52

(M*/Me)
11

2.87×10
8.54×1010

z

θE,TL (arcsec)

θE,SIS (arcsec)

ML Score

GZ Score

0.106
0.144

2.112
0.909

1.345
0.690

58
28

31.65%
42.62%

and their KiDS cutouts are shown in Figure 12. Their high
scores make these two of the most promising candidates;
however, it is worth noting the disagreement between scores
given to G136604 by each method. This candidate scored very
highly in the LinKS catalog but barely passed GalaxyZoo score
selection criteria. G124486 scored around 40% of the
maximum possible score for both methods.

in the mass range of identiﬁable candidates. Figure 13 offers a
visual description of the distributions of each parameter.
The LinKS sample (Petrillo et al. 2019a) of machine-learning
candidates, like its training sample, was selected using color–
magnitude cuts modiﬁed from the SDSS-LRG (Large Red
Galaxy; Eisenstein et al. 2001; Petrillo et al. 2017, 2019b) low-z
selection criteria, with magnitudes taken from S-Extractor
MAGAUTO. Additionally, only those objects with effective radii
greater than the FWHM of the PSF (times an empirical factor)
were selected, in order to remove stellar contaminants. The
parent sample for candidates selected within the GAMA
equatorial regions therefore includes all galaxies within those
regions that satisfy those criteria. Color–magnitude selection
includes the following:

5. Selection Effects
GAMA spectroscopy candidates are selected from a parent
subsample of spectroscopic targets in the equatorial regions of
GAMA DR3 with spectral template matches of greater than
90% conﬁdence to one of three passive galaxy templates in the
AUTOZ algorithm. Stellar masses and redshifts are taken from
the GAMA LAMBDAR catalog, and the resulting sample of
38,278 passive galaxies in GAMA ﬁelds G09, G12, and G15 is
taken to be the “parent sample” for comparison with the
GAMA spectroscopy lens candidate sample. KolmogorovSmirnov tests between the lens candidate sample and the
passive galaxy sample reveal K–S metrics and p-values of
0.0799 and 0.926 in terms of redshift and 0.374 and
4.01×10−6 in terms of stellar mass. Note that stellar mass
analysis is conducted for only the 31 GAMA spectroscopy
candidates with reliable stellar mass estimates. All 47 redshifts
are used. This analysis is suggestive (but not signiﬁcantly, with
high p-value) of parity between the parent sample and
candidate sample in terms of redshift. The high metric and
low p-value for stellar mass indicate a difference between the
samples, showing that GAMA spectroscopy does present bias

r < 20
cperp < 0.2
cpar
r < 14 +
0.3

where
cpar = 0.7 (g - r ) + 1.2 [(r - i) - 0.18)]
g-r
cperp = (r - i) - 0.18.
4.0

We take AB magnitudes from GAMA LAMBDAR SDSS g-, r-,
and i-catalogs. Stellar mass and redshift are also taken from
GAMA LAMBDAR. Effective radii are taken from singlecomponent Sérsic ﬁts to the 2D surface brightness distribution
13
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Figure 13. Normalized histograms showing the distributions of the three candidate samples in comparison with their parent samples in terms of redshift and stellar
mass. The LinKS machine-learning parent samples include a range of values for an empirical scaling factor that signiﬁcantly affects the distribution of the parent
samples and is shown in the corresponding K–S metrics of Table 4.
Table 4
K–S Tests between LiNKS Candidate Sample and Parent LRG Samples
Utilizing Five Different Empirical Scaling Factors

in the SDSS r-band from GAMA SersicPhotometry catalog.
We select only those objects with effective radii greater than
0 65, the FWHM of the KiDS PSF, times an empirical factor.
Because the empirical factor utilized in Petrillo et al.
(2017, 2019a, 2019b) is not speciﬁed, we adopted ﬁve values
from 1 to 3 to determine the factor’s effect on the
characteristics of the resulting parent sample selections, the
results of which are shown in Table 4. The K–S metric for
redshift appears to increase monotonically with the increase in
this empirical factor, which is also evident in the middle left

Factor
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

14

Objects
20009
18646
15739
12761
10421

Redshift
K–S Metric
0.2409
0.2634
0.3196
0.3871
0.4429

p-value

Stellar
Mass
K–S Metric

p-value

0.00864
0.00299
0.000139
1.61E-06
2.12E-08

0.47
0.46
0.44
0.423
0.412

1.93×10−9
4.82×10−9
2.70×10−8
1.10×10−7
2.48×10−7
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where Equation (8) substitutes Equations (2), (4), and (5) for
the values of ME and σSIS in Equation (7), and

plot of Figure 13. Increasing the value of this empirical factor
shifts the distribution of the resulting parent sample to lower
redshift. The effect is milder for the stellar mass distribution.
The results of these tests indicate to high signiﬁcance that the
LinKS machine-learning sample is not representative of its
parent sample for all adopted values of the empirical factor,
as it is optimized for identifying high-mass candidates at
intermediate redshift.
GalaxyZoo selects only objects whose redshift z<0.15, so
the parent sample for the GalaxyZoo lens candidate sample
contains all 40,903 galaxies within the GAMA equatorial ﬁelds
below that redshift upper limit. Redshifts and stellar masses are
taken again from the GAMA LAMBDAR catalog, and K–S tests
of redshift and stellar mass yield (K–S metric, p-value) of
(0.175, 0.823) and (0.781, 2.55×10−7), respectively. This
indicates a preference for high-mass candidates within its
narrow redshift range, which is also indicated in Figure 13.
Lensing features become more easily observed in the highmass range, allowing for easier detectability of objects at higher
mass and leading to bias in the candidate population toward
these objects by image-based surveys like LinKS and
GalaxyZoo, as well as by the inclusion of LRG selection
utilized in some mixed spectroscopy efforts. GAMA spectroscopy, which has an upper mass constraint for likelihood of
identiﬁcation at a given redshift if the Einstein radius exceeds
the radius of the aperture (see Section 6.3), is an exception.
GAMA spectroscopy and GalaxyZoo citizen science show little
redshift bias from their respective parent sample due to the
former’s spectroscopic completeness and the latter’s narrow
redshift range. LinKS machine learning shows a combined
redshift and mass difference between the candidate sample and
the color–magnitude selected parent sample, suggesting that
some bias is instituted after the parent sample selection.

b = (1.90 ´ 10 6 Mpc)1 2 , G = - 0.181
for
z < 0.2,
M*  Mb
1
2
b = (57.4 Mpc) , G = 0.039
for
z < 0.2,
M* > Mb
b = (19.1 Mpc)1 2 , G = 0.063
for
0.2 z < 0.65.

We assume the source distance to be twice the lens distance,
so the middle parentheses term of Equation (8) becomes 2 ,
and the resulting function describes a surface in this threedimensional parameter space that intersects each point
representing the LinKS and GalaxyZoo candidates, as shown in
Figure 14. This function shows a clear dependence of the value
of this ratio on the inverse square root of the lens distance. This
dependence holds for each of the three distinct conditional
regions of redshift and stellar mass described in Equations (4)
and (5). This shows a pronounced difference between the
estimates for these candidates at lower redshift. There is a
strong correlation between mass and redshift for these
candidates, where stellar mass increases with redshift. All
LinKS and GalaxyZoo candidates lie in the region above
M*=Mb=1010.26, where this ratio value decreases with
decreasing stellar mass. Therefore, the observed trend of a
greater difference in θE estimates for candidates at lower
redshift does not appear to be due to a mass dependence, which
is in fact a competing dependence.
The surface shown in Figure 14 reveals an interesting trend
at stellar masses below M*=Mb=1010.26 and redshifts
below z=0.2, which shows a steep rise with decreasing stellar
mass due to the ﬁt introduced in Equation (4) for lower mass
and lower redshift. Only GAMA spectroscopy candidates, for
which an assumed distance ratio was not applied, reside in this
region. The few data points that appear to follow that trend
cannot be considered to be direct evidence for it, since they
were calculated from measured source redshifts. Of course
there is the possibility of other redshift related effects in the
estimation of Einstein radius and in how accurately these
approximations determine the true Einstein radius of a system,
but the redshift trend observed in the data as ﬁrst shown in
Figure 9 appears to be a result of the chosen assumptions for
GalaxyZoo and LinKS, which isolate the lens distance as a
unique factor to one estimate (thin lens) and not the other (SIS).
Importantly, this analysis is meant only to explore the
limitations of the manner in which these estimates have been
speciﬁcally applied to the candidates in this work so as to better
understand how to properly consider the results of the
application. The adopted ﬁts from Auger et al. (2010) and
Zahid et al. (2016) described in Section 3.3 play a signiﬁcant
role in the algebraic relations discussed here.

6. Discussion
6.1. θE Estimates and Empirical Fits
6.1.1. Systematic Differences Between Thin-lens and SIS θE Estimates

We further explore the trends introduced in Section 4.1 and
Figure 9 regarding the difference between thin-lens and SIS
Einstein radius estimates. In Figure 14, we plot the ratio of thinlens to SIS estimates for each candidate as a function of lens
redshift and log(M*/Me). In order to understand the relationship between these parameters for LinKS and GalaxyZoo
candidates, we set a ratio of Equations (1) and (3)
⎛ 4GM D ⎞1 2 ⎛ DS c2 ⎞
q E,TL
= ⎜ 2 E LS ⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎝ c DS DL ⎠ ⎝ 4ps 2SIS DLS ⎠
q E,SIS
⎛ G1 2c ⎞ ⎛ ME1 2 ⎞ ⎛ DS ⎞1
=⎜
⎟⎜
⎟⎜
⎟
⎝ 2p ⎠ ⎝ s 2SIS ⎠ ⎝ DL DLS ⎠
⎛ M ⎞G ⎛ D ⎞1 2 ⎛ 1 ⎞1
= b⎜ *⎟ ⎜ S ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ M ⎠ ⎝ DLS ⎠ ⎝ DL ⎠

(6 )

6.1.2. Limitations of Adopted Empirical Fits

2

(7 )

We also consider more deeply the limitations of the
application of these empirical ﬁts to the estimation of Einstein
radii for the candidates under consideration. We note that the
adopted relation between ME and M* (Equation (2) in
Section 3.3) is calculated (1) from SLACS lenses with higher
stellar masses than some of our candidates examined here, (2)

2

(8 )
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Figure 14. The ratio between thin-lens and SIS estimates of Einstein radius as a function of two parameters, lens redshift and lens stellar mass. The black surface
indicates the relationship between these parameters when assuming the simplifying 2:1 ratio of source distance to lens distance. All LinKS machine-learning and
GalaxyZoo citizen-science candidates are intersected by this surface. The surface is deﬁned by three distinct piecewise regions as a result of the different velocity
dispersion estimates adopted from Zahid et al. (2016) and described in Section 3.3.
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Figure 15. Velocity dispersions estimated from stellar mass of candidates derived from empirical ﬁts taken from Auger et al. (2010; squares) and from Zahid et al.
(2016; triangles). The differences that manifest in the lowest and highest ends of the stellar mass range result in greater differences in the estimated Einstein radii for
those candidates.

accounting for different ranges of redshift (log (M* M) > 9
from SDSS at z<0.2, and log (M* M) > 9.5 from SHELS at
z>0.2), while the Auger et al. (2010) relation is ﬁt to a much
smaller sample of SLACS lenses with a mean log (M* M) of
11.33, minimum 10.43, and maximum 11.79. This suggests
that either prescription may be more appropriate for different
selections depending on the mass ranges involved.

within half the object’s effective radius and not necessarily the
Einstein radius, and (3) assuming a power-law proﬁle for mass
distribution. Through rigorous calculations, as detailed in
Tortora et al. (2010), Petrillo et al. (2017) show σSIS and
thereby the calculated Einstein radius estimate to be higher than
its stellar counterpart. This suggests that the Einstein radii
calculated with the SIS model detailed above in Section 3.3
may be underestimates due to the approximation of σ* to σSIS
in Equation (3). Conversely, the stellar velocity dispersion as
presented in Petrillo et al. (2017) is measured within the SDSS
and BOSS ﬁbers (with 3″ and 2″ apertures, respectively), while
the velocity dispersion in Zahid et al. (2016) has been corrected
to a ﬁducial physical aperture of 3 kpc, which is progressively
smaller in angular size at higher redshift. As a result, the σ* of
Zahid et al. (2016) may be higher than the σ* used in Petrillo
et al. (2017), which could account for the difference.
As an additional sanity check, we calculate the velocity
dispersion by utilizing another ﬁt from the SLACS lens
analysis of Auger et al. (2010), which relates the velocity
dispersion within half the effective radius to the total stellar
mass of the galaxy. The relation can be written as
⎛ M ⎞0.18
km s-1
s* = 102.34 ⎜ 11* ⎟
⎝ 10 M ⎠

6.1.3. SLACS Lenses in GAMA LAMBDAR Catalog

Two conﬁrmed and well-studied SLACS grade-A lenses are
present in the GAMA LAMBDAR catalog, which allows us to
compare the three Einstein radius estimates to the measured
Einstein radius of these two examples from the detailed
modeling and analysis by Bolton et al. (2008a). We estimate
the Einstein radii for these two lenses utilizing both the true
source redshifts and the assumed 2:1 ratio of source distance to
lens distance that we apply to GAMA/KiDS candidates with
unknown source redshifts. The resulting estimates are shown in
Table 5 and serve to inform the GAMA spectroscopy estimates
that include source redshifts as well as the LinKS and
GalaxyZoo estimates that require the ﬁducial assumption. For
G136604, which is one of the two overlaps between the LinKS
machine-learning and GalaxyZoo citizen-science candidate
catalogs, the true Einstein radius (Bolton et al. 2008a) lies
between the SIS estimate from the Zahid et al. (2016) relation
and the thin-lens estimate, while the SIS estimate from Auger
et al. (2010) underestimates the true value by around half an
arcsecond. The SIS estimate utilizing the true source redshift
and the Zahid et al. (2016) relation most closely approximates
the true Einstein radius. In the case of G216398, it appears that
the Zahid et al. (2016) ﬁt slightly overestimates the true
Einstein radius, which does lie between the lowest SIS estimate
(Auger et al. 2010) and the thin-lens estimate. This may be a
result of the fact that the Zahid et al. (2016) velocity dispersion

(9 )

the result of which is shown in comparison to velocity
dispersions derived from the Zahid et al. (2016) relation in
Figure 15. Relative to the velocity dispersions derived from the
Zahid et al. (2016) relation, the Auger et al. (2010) velocity
dispersions are higher for candidates at lower stellar mass and
lower for candidates at higher stellar mass. These differences
result in greater differences in Einstein radius for candidates in
those ranges. The difference between these two estimates may
be due to the differences in parent samples. The Zahid et al.
(2016) relation is based on a range of masses as well as
17
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Figure 16. High scoring LinKS machine-learning candidates show estimated Einstein radii above the minimum (1″) utilized for the training set. The highest scoring
LinKS candidates appear to have the largest Einstein radii, due to the maximal separation of lensing features from the image of the foreground galaxy. GalaxyZoo
candidates do not appear to show this same trend, though the size of the candidate sample makes generalization difﬁcult.

Table 5
SLACS Lenses in the GAMA LAMBDAR Catalog
GAMA ID
G136604
G216398

SDSS ID
J11430144
J0912+0029

log(M*/Me)

zlens

zsource

θ (″)
True (Bolton+)

TL (Auger+)

SIS (Zahid+)

SIS (Auger+)

11.66
11.87

0.106
0.164

0.324
0.402

1.68
1.63

2.106/2.112
2.394/2.344

1.421/1.345
1.724/1.763

1.141/1.197
1.538/1.415

Note. Values for Einstein radius estimates are computed using the procedure as outlined in Section 3.3, utilizing the true source redshift as well as adopting the 2:1
ratio assumed for those candidates in this study whose source redshifts are unknown. Here, we present the result of utilizing the true source redshift before the assumed
as (true/assumed).

ﬁt is less appropriate than the Auger et al. (2010) ﬁt for the
highest mass galaxies, though again the Zahid et al. (2016)
estimate is in fact the closest of the three models we have
applied to the true value for both examples.
Based on the questions and insights discussed throughout this
Section 6.1, we consider each estimate to inform the range of
probable Einstein radius values. For the two SLACS examples, the
SIS estimate approximates the measured value of the Einstein
radius closely. However, given the low number statistics and the
uncertainties introduced by adopting ﬁducial values for σSIS, ME,
and zsource, we consider this far from conclusive. We elect to use
the thin-lens estimate to pare down the GalaxyZoo selection as
discussed in Section 5 because it is more inclusive and allows for
occasional better KiDS PSF as well as GalaxyZoo selection
improvement using color. We elect to use the M*σ conversion
from Zahid et al. (2016) instead of Auger et al. (2010) because the
former is ﬁt to a larger sample that covers the entire range of
masses occupied by our candidates objects. Given accurate source
redshifts, each candidate could be modeled in a more complex
manner to check these estimates more thoroughly. This follow-up
validation, though worthwhile, is outside the scope of this paper.
Deeper analysis and modeling of the other candidates presented in
this paper will shed more light on the limitations of each of these
models and assumptions. These ﬁrst estimates of Einstein radii
sufﬁce to select the samples and plan for follow-up observations in
a future study.

constrained inherently by the scope of its training set. The catalog
analyzed here from Petrillo et al. (2019a) used simulated images
resembling SLACS lenses as their training set, and the candidates
it identiﬁed are characteristically similar in terms of estimated
Einstein radius, stellar mass, and redshift to those identiﬁed by
SLACS spectroscopy. With a training sample volumetrically
skewed toward massive elliptical galaxies (the early-type galaxies
sample in KiDS) with large Einstein radii, the resulting identiﬁed
candidates are equally biased toward higher masses and Einstein
radii, as shown in Figures 8 and 16. This bias can be ampliﬁed
through the problem of transfer learning.
6.3. Fiber Radius Mass and GAMA Spectroscopic
Identiﬁcation
Lens candidate identiﬁcation through any spectroscopic
method requires sufﬁcient ﬂux from the background galaxy
in order to obtain a second spectral match. For lensing systems
whose Einstein radius exceeds the radius of the instrument’s
aperture, the probability of detection goes down signiﬁcantly
and rapidly (Sonnenfeld et al. 2015, and reference therein). For
GAMA spectroscopy we therefore introduce a characteristic
mass that we call the ﬁber radius mass and deﬁne it as follows:
Mfr is the precise total stellar mass of a lensing system (of
which the lens and source redshift are known) for which the
estimated Einstein radius equals the radius of the spectroscopic
ﬁber, assuming the ﬁber has been positioned precisely at the
center of the lensing object, i.e., θE(M*=Mfr)=1″. For
GAMA spectroscopy, this represents a soft upper constraint on
the total stellar mass that corresponds to a total enclosed mass

6.2. LinKS Machine-learning Training Set
Machine learning is an effective method for identifying image
features similar to the training set utilized. Its effectiveness is then
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Figure 17. The data presented here is the same as in Figure 10 with additional elements. These elements are introduced to represent total stellar mass equal to the ﬁber
radius mass (M*=Mfr), which results in an Einstein radius of θE=1″ (the aperture size of GAMA spectroscopic ﬁbers). Left: curves parameterized by the ratio of
source distance to lens distance show the total stellar mass and lens candidate redshift where total stellar mass is equal to the ﬁber radius mass. Right: vertical lines
reﬂect the general independence of SIS velocity dispersion Einstein radius estimates (Equation (3)) on lens redshift, with the exception of the z∼0.2 break in the ﬁt of
stellar velocity dispersions to stellar mass (Equations (4) and (5)) that results in the horizontal break at this redshift in the plot. For both plots, data points that fall along
a given curve or line will have a 1″ Einstein radius for the given ratio of source distance to lens distance. Note that unknown source redshifts for LinKS and GalaxyZoo
candidates could also affect the Einstein radius estimate, were they available. For this reason, we have shown the ﬁber radius mass curves and lines for a variety of
source to lens distance ratios. Multiple candidates identiﬁed by the other two methods have stellar masses that exceed the GAMA spectroscopy ﬁber radius mass at the
given lens candidate redshift.

ME or stellar velocity dispersion σ* that will contribute to an
Einstein radius that will ﬁt within the instrument’s aperture.
Taking into account GAMA spectroscopy’s 1″ radius aperture,
we derive expressions for stellar mass that correspond to θE=1″
using the equations of Section 3.3. The left plot of Figure 17 shows
colored curves parameterized by the ratio of source distance to lens
distance that show the stellar mass and lens candidate redshift
which result in thin-lens Einstein radius estimates equal to the ﬁber
radius of 1″. This relation of lens distance to stellar mass is taken
from Equations (1) and (2) and is shown for various ratios of
D
A = DS represented by the colored curves

curve will exceed the radius of the GAMA spectroscopy ﬁber
(1″). Multiple candidates from the other two methods have
stellar masses exceeding the curves for given ratios A. This
indicates that GAMA spectroscopy may have little chance of
observing enough ﬂux from the background source galaxy to
acquire the second redshift match required for identiﬁcation. It
is important to note that this is not a hard limit on the possibility
of lens candidate identiﬁcation. The geometry and surface
brightness of the features rarely resemble the perfect Einstein
ring whose features lie exactly along the Einstein radius. These
features extend, stretch, and become asymmetric across the
center of the galaxy and can result in sufﬁcient ﬂux for
background source detection. In addition, the placement of the
aperture is not always precisely centered on the object. These
possibilities in addition to chance alignment can and do allow
the detection of lensing objects with Einstein radii larger than
the ﬁber. However, as we have previously stated, the
probability of detection diminishes quickly when the Einstein
radius extends beyond the ﬁber radius.

L

⎛ M ⎞1.25
⎛ A - 1⎞
DL
*⎟ .
⎟ (0.011 ´ 10-8.09) ⎜
=⎜
⎝ A ⎠
⎝ M ⎠
Mpc

(10)

Redshift is easily converted from angular diameter distance.
For SIS models that estimate θE from velocity dispersion, the
Einstein radius is not inherently proportional to the lens candidate
distance, but instead to the ratio of the distances of the lens and
source. We use Equations (3), (4), and (5) to derive the total stellar
mass that corresponds to θE=1″ for these models

6.4. Low-mass Lensing Galaxies

-1

⎛ A - 1 ⎞ 0.586
⎟
M* = ⎜
(8.52 ´ 1010)
⎝ A ⎠

z < 0.2

(11)

z  0.2.

(12)

GalaxyZoo citizen science and GAMA spectroscopy found
an encouraging number of candidates at lower masses than
those identiﬁed through the LinKS machine-learning method
considered here, as well as many previous lens studies that
focused on galaxies ﬁtting the description of SDSS LRGs
(Eisenstein et al. 2001). These candidates could potentially be
analyzed in order to study the structure of galaxies and their
dark matter content in this lower range of galaxy mass.
However, each arc from GalaxyZoo will need to be conﬁrmed
spectroscopically before modeling these as lensing systems,

-1

⎛ A - 1 ⎞ 0.562
⎟
M* = ⎜
(9.26 ´ 1010)
⎝ A ⎠

This results in lines of constant stellar mass at which, for the
D
given redshift range and ratio A = DS , M*=Mfr and the
L
Einstein radius is 1″.
For a given ratio of source distance to lens distance, θE
estimates of candidates that fall to the right of the associated
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Figure 18. A comparison between the different identiﬁcations of strong galaxy–galaxy lens candidates in different surveys, using blended spectroscopy (left) and deep
imaging (right). The left ﬁgure shows SLACS (Bolton et al. 2006), S4TM (Shu et al. 2017) from SDSS-DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009), and BELLS (Brownstein
et al. 2012) spectroscopic searches compared to the GAMA spectroscopy candidates selected in this work from Holwerda et al. (2015). The right ﬁgure shows the
LinKS survey from Petrillo et al. (2019a) and the candidates presented in this paper from GAMA/KiDS GalaxyZoo citizen science, compared with deep imaging
searches in DES (Jacobs et al. 2019) and DECaLS (Huang et al. 2020b). We note that SDSS spectroscopic searches aimed for clean rather than complete samples
(requiring high signal-to-noise ratios) and GAMA emphasizes completeness throughout the survey. S4TM and SLACS report the number of observed candidates for
an HST Snapshot program, which implies a longer candidate list. The candidate number per unit area is therefore a lower limit.

and more samples are needed in order to study this parameter
space with meaningful results.

evidence of viable strong lens candidates outside the realm of the
LRG assumption. Alternatively, these candidates may pass LRG
cuts that are adjusted to be more appropriate to the redshift range.
Petrillo et al. (2019a) makes no mention of any adjustment to
color–magnitude selection criteria for galaxies at z<0.15.

6.5. Candidates and LRG Color–Magnitude Selection
The color–magnitude selection criteria for SDSS LRGs
detailed in Section 5 were applied (with the empirical factor set
to 1 to represent the most lenient selection) to GAMA Lambdar
AB photometry of the ﬁnal candidate samples of GAMA
spectroscopy, LinKS machine-learning, and GalaxyZoo citizen-science methods.
Only three of the 47 GAMA spectroscopy candidates pass the
LRG cuts. All but one candidate have a magnitude in the
r-band < 20. Forty-three candidates fail the cpar color parameter
criterion, which represents a sliding luminosity threshold as a
function of redshift, by a mean of 1.3 mag and median of 1.2 mag.
This could possibly indicate that there are more strong lenses to be
found by broadening the search beyond the assumption of LRG
dominance, a result also found in Li et al. (2020).
Thirty-nine of the 47 LinKS machine-learning candidates
pass the LRG cuts. Three are at z>0.4, and therefore do not
follow the criteria. The remaining ﬁve fail the criterion relating
to the cpar color parameter. These candidates all lie in the
redshift range z∼0.25−0.3 and fail the color selection
criterion by a mean of 0.47 mag and median of 0.26 mag.
Eisenstein et al. (2001) points out that the LRG color–
magnitude selection becomes less appropriate as object redshift
decreases well below z<0.4. One of these candidates is
G124486, one of the candidates that overlaps with the
GalaxyZoo sample at a redshift of z=0.144. Note that these
47 candidates were all originally selected using the same color–
magnitude criteria applied to a different set of photometric
measurements.
Eight of 13 GalaxyZoo citizen-science candidates pass the
LRG cuts. The ﬁve remaining candidates fail the cpar color
parameter criterion by a mean of 0.21 mag and median of
0.11 mag. As mentioned above, these LRG cuts are not well
suited to the redshift range of GalaxyZoo candidates. This could
possibly indicate that they are less luminous or less red, further

6.6. Other Lens Searches and Future Efforts
Similar efforts, mostly machine learning, have found strong
lens candidates in deep imaging surveys (e.g., Jacobs et al.
2019, Speagle et al. 2019, and Huang et al. 2020b, in HSC,
DECaLS, and DES, respectively). Figure 10 shows the GAMA
equatorial lens candidates of this work and includes two
candidates previously identiﬁed by DECaLS, SLACS (Bolton
et al. 2008a) in the GAMA equatorial regions that had a match
in R.A./decl. to the GAMA catalog. Both of these candidates
were identiﬁed by GalaxyZoo citizen science, and one was also
identiﬁed by LinKS machine learning. This lends conﬁdence to
GalaxyZoo’s ability to return high quality lens candidates.
Figure 18 shows the numbers of identiﬁed lens candidates per
unit of sky against the survey characteristics. The majority of
theses studies aimed for a clean (reliable but incomplete) rather
than complete sample of galaxy–galaxy lenses. Our results
show that the combination of methods implies a much higher
sky density of lenses in a given survey. Key for spectroscopic
survey identiﬁcation is completeness, a key driver of the
GAMA survey (Driver et al. 2009; Robotham et al. 2010;
Baldry et al. 2012), and an automated redshift ﬁnder (Baldry
et al. 2014). For imaging surveys, the key drivers are spatial
resolution (subarcsecond seeing) and survey depth. The on-sky
density of strong lenses is critical if one wants to estimate, for
example, the rates of strongly lensed events such as supernovae
(B. W. Holwerda et al. 2020, in preparation).
6.6.1. Li et al. (2020) Machine-learning “Bright Galaxy” Candidates

During the preparation of this paper, Li et al. (2020) published
the results of their CNN’s selection of strong lens candidates in the
KiDS DR4 data using a technique similar to, though slightly
modiﬁed from, the LinKS machine-learning method. They offer
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Figure 19. Top: thin-lens and SIS Einstein radius estimates for “Bright Galaxy” candidates from Li et al. (2020) in comparison with the three methods examined in
this study. Bottom: stellar mass–redshift space for the same candidates.

qualitative comparison to Petrillo et al. (2019a, 2019b), noting that
their application of the CNN to an expanded sample of “bright
galaxies” (BGs) without LRG cuts doubled the number of quality
lens candidates identiﬁed by their algorithm. Their result supports
this work’s assertion that the expansion of machine learning’s
scope beyond the standard assumption of LRGs will improve the
completeness of such automated lens-ﬁnding methods. Li et al.
(2020) further note their intention to follow with more quantitative
comparison with the LinKS candidates in a future paper, and also

comment on the value of comparison with other lens-ﬁnding
methods. Forty-eight of their BG candidates fall within the
180 deg2 considered in this study and have a match by R.A./decl.
to an object in GAMA. Thirty-nine of these have a reliable stellar
mass estimate from GAMA LAMBDAR photometry, and we apply
the same procedure for Einstein radius estimation outlined in
Section 3.3. The BG candidates of Li et al. (2020) are shown in
Figure 19 in comparison to the candidates considered in this study.
They tend to lie within a similar region of parameter space as the
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Figure 20. Examples of lensing candidates found in the Hubble Legacy Archive. Grayscale image in F814W, except G593852, which is in F625W. F625W is signiﬁcantly
narrower than F814W, which results in the lower contrast of the image of G593852. G593852 and G204703 are presented next to their corresponding KiDS cutout images.
G136604 was identiﬁed by SLACS, LinKS machine learning, and GalaxyZoo citizen science. The arc shown next to G204703 may be due to cluster lensing. G3882191
was previously identiﬁed as a strong lensing galaxy group in SL2S (Limousin et al. 2009, 2010) and is recovered by LinKS machine learning.

LinKS machine-learning candidates we have considered in
this paper, with z∼0.2−0.5 (mean and median 0.33) and
log (M* M) ~ 11–12 (mean 11.55, median 11.61). These

candidates do not overlap with any candidates identiﬁed here.
The follow-up study of those data in comparison with the data
from this study in more detail is worth conducting.
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Figure 21. The data presented here is the same as in Figure 10 with marker size corresponding to estimated Einstein radius. The largest of estimated Einstein radii tend
to be at higher mass and lower lens redshift. The gray reference marker indicates the benchmark of θE=1″ (corresponding to the aperture size of GAMA
spectroscopic ﬁbers). Next generation surveys (JWST, Euclid, WFIRST, and LSST) will have optical resolutions comparable to HST, on the order of 0 1–0 2. In
theory, under the right conditions, these surveys should be able to resolve features from even some of the smallest estimated Einstein radii considered in this survey.

6.6.2. Hubble and Future Surveys

Table 6
Strong Lenses With Archival Hubble Data Available from the Hubble Legacy
Archive

The Hubble Legacy Archive (HLA; Whitmore et al. 2016)
contains imaging information on four of the lensing candidates
presented here in Table 6 and Figure 20. G136604 was
identiﬁed in both the LinKS machine-learning and GalaxyZoo
citizen-science selections (KiDS cutout shown also in
Figure 12, left) and was a known strong lens from the SLACS
survey (Bolton et al. 2008b, 2012; Auger et al. 2010; Barnabè
et al. 2011; Czoske et al. 2012; Shu et al. 2015). The second
example, G3882191, was identiﬁed as a strong lensing galaxy
group in SL2S (Limousin et al. 2009, 2010) and has been
recovered by LinKS machine learning. Because G3882191 is
located at the center of a massive dark matter halo associated
with a galaxy group, it has a particularly large measured
Einstein radius as a result (5 48). This is much greater than the
estimates we compute from GAMA data (∼2″) using the
adopted empirical ﬁts to the lensing parameters as described in
Section 3.3. This perhaps exposes a limitation to the analysis
we have applied to these candidates if they are located at the
center of a much larger lensing galaxy group. On the other
hand, the LinKS method has correctly identiﬁed this as a
lensing system, showing that the selection based on Einstein
radius is still valid for this candidate. Follow-up could examine
more closely the role of environment in strong lensing systems,
but this consideration is outside the scope of this paper.
G204703 is part of a cluster, and the arc is partially the result of
cluster strong lensing (Zitrin & Broadhurst 2016; DessaugesZavadsky et al. 2017; Zitrin 2017; Newman et al. 2018). One of
the GalaxyZoo identiﬁcations, G593852, is in the HLA, but the
arc is faint in the Hubble single ﬁlter image (Figure 20). These
images illustrate that these two selection methods ﬁnd valid
strong lens candidates and show that Hubble images on all lens
candidates could validate their nature and make detailed
lensing models possible.

GAMAID

R.A.

Decl.

Method

G136604
G204703
G3882191
G593852

175.87349
139.07321
133.69397
218.0782

−1.74167
−0.40157
−1.36032
−0.03958

ML and GZ
ML
ML
GZ

With improved spatial resolution for wide-ﬁeld imaging
(WFIRST and EUCLID), the machine-learning and citizenscience identiﬁcation will overlap more in mass and redshift
with the spectroscopic identiﬁcations of strong lens candidates.
Wide-ﬁeld integral ﬁeld spectroscopy (e.g., SAMI, MUSE, and
4MOST WAVES wide surveys) could potentially identify
strong lenses from a mix of spectroscopic and imaging
information (curved arcs in the data cube). Future large
telescopes (GMT, ELT, and TMT) could follow up the higher
redshift or lower mass lens candidates, and the WEAVE and
4MOST instruments are set to select or conﬁrm many
candidates spectroscopically.
For future identiﬁcation of galaxy–galaxy lens candidates
(e.g., LSST or WFIRST imaging), a hybrid approach between
citizen science and machine learning (see Beck et al. 2018)
could result in a more complete and reliable yield of strong
lensing candidates. This is in our view a better approach than to
try to validate galaxy–galaxy lens candidates using different
methods. A worthwhile next step will be to design and
implement a CNN with a more complete training set using our
ﬁndings and the work of Petrillo et al. (2019b) and Li et al.
(2020) to experiment with its application to KiDS imaging and
HST archival data and to prepare for future wide-ﬁeld imaging
surveys. Figure 21 shows that several of the candidates
unidentiﬁed by LinKS machine learning could be recovered
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in these deeper surveys that will be able to resolve the features
of lenses with even the smallest of estimated Einstein radii
from this study. We believe the deliberate expansion of the
training set to include lenses with color features beyond the
LRG assumption will improve the completeness a step further
than that achieved by Li et al. (2020). Detection and modeling
of these smaller lenses may reveal insights into dark matter
fractions in the lower mass regime. Alternatively, an entirely
new selection technique could result in a selection of similar
completeness as the three presented here.

3. Machine learning has the promise to be the most efﬁcient
automated lens identiﬁcation technique, and substantial
effort must be made to improve these algorithms ahead of
the next generation of galaxy surveys.
4. In the meantime, other methods—including blended
spectra and citizen science—remain useful for extending
and diversifying the catalog of lens candidates available
for study and for their application in the training of
machine-learning algorithms.
Strong gravitational lenses offer a unique laboratory to be
used in cosmology measures and the next level of accuracy in
estimates of dark matter distribution and substructure. The
much greater samples needed (orders of magnitude higher than
the current number of identiﬁed lenses) require automated
identiﬁcation. Using a combined systematic approach to
improve the scope of machine learning’s applicability, a more
complete census of these rare objects can be achieved for the
next generation of imaging surveys (e.g., WFIRST, Euclid,
and LSST).

7. Conclusions
Our analysis of the data generated by the three methods leads
us to the following conclusions regarding the biases and
advantages of the methods as well as the relation of each to the
others:
1. Each of the three speciﬁc methods analyzed here is an
ineffective means of vetting candidate samples obtained
by either of the other two methods due to the lack of
overlap between candidate properties, which we illustrate
in Figures 6 and 10.
2. The differences in candidate properties arise primarily
from selection functions inherent to the parent sample
selections and procedures of each method; speciﬁcally:
(a) Blended spectra identiﬁes only those candidate
galaxies whose lens features contribute signiﬁcant
ﬂux within the radius of the ﬁber aperture collecting
the spectrum. GAMA’s depth and completeness
extend candidate selection to a lower mass range than
those identiﬁed by previous strong lens surveys,
including those conducted within SDSS. A wider
aperture or integral ﬁeld spectroscopy (e.g., SAMI or
MUSE) would allow the possibility of identifying
lower redshift or more massive galaxies than the
GAMA spectroscopy candidates examined here.
(b) Machine learning ﬁnds candidates with similar
features to its training sets, i.e., a well-separated lens
and arc. This limitation can be improved upon with
higher resolution images and a wider variation in
training sets, including lens galaxies that do not
conform to LRG characteristics.
(c) GalaxyZoo’s upper threshold on redshift limits its
range of applicability, and the wide focus of its
classiﬁcation stage introduces signiﬁcant challenges to
candidate quality assessment. Higher resolution
images and a higher redshift cutoff together would
allow for the inclusion of more distant galaxies, e.g.,
for WFIRST, LSST, or Euclid citizen-science efforts.
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Appendix
A.1. Alternate Cuts
The ﬁnal cuts were intended to ensure a comparable and
reliable catalog of lens candidates for each method analyzed.
The numbers reﬂected in our ﬁnal catalogs will vary if
considered under different cuts, so we also examined the
overlap considering a more relaxed cut that included all GAMA
spectroscopy candidates, all LinKS machine-learning candidates with scores greater than 0, and all GalaxyZoo candidates
with lens scores greater than 20%. Figure 22 shows that this cut
improves overlap to a small extent. However, it introduces a
signiﬁcant increase in false positives and unreliable candidates,
which we considered to outweigh the beneﬁts of the
improvement to overlap for the purposes of this study. The
overlaps that we see in the more relaxed cuts do appear in the
expected parameter space, with masses and redshifts comparable to the two overlap candidates that appear in our ﬁnal
catalogs.
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Figure 22. Venn diagram showing the number of lens candidates identiﬁed by each of the three methods with more lenient cuts to both GalaxyZoo citizen science and
LinKS machine learning. Candidates with “Lens or arc” scores above 20% and LinKS machine-learning candidates with lens scores greater than 0 are included in this
selection. Overlapping regions indicate the number of lens candidates identiﬁed by both (or all three) candidates.
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